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Rising political tensions in AthensRising political tensions in AthensRising political tensions in AthensRising political tensions in Athens and a secretive meeting of the troika heads with German Chancellor Merkel 
and French President Hollande make clear that the Greek question will come to a head soon. 
 
No No No No detailed detailed detailed detailed results emerged from the fiveresults emerged from the fiveresults emerged from the fiveresults emerged from the five----way meeting in Berlinway meeting in Berlinway meeting in Berlinway meeting in Berlin, but the FT and other media report that par-
ticipants agreed on a “last offer” to the Greeks designed to capture the 70% of the bail-out memorandum that 
Athens can allegedly agree on. Whether that includes the contentious further labour and pension reforms is un-
clear. German newspaper Die Welt reported that Greece has shown signs of flexibility on increasing retirement 
ages and cutting supplementary pensions. It is also unclear how much the Eurozone might lower primary surplus 
targets, which would in return probably require further debt relief to keep the IMF on board. The institutions will 
present the offer to Athens this week, demanding a “quick reaction”. If Mr Tsipras agrees, it could be the basis for 
temporary aid from the Eurozone, for example from the existing €10.9bn bank bail-out facility, to avoid a default 
and potential financial turbulences as well as give Greece more time to negotiate the remaining 30% of the ad-
justment programme. 
 
The Berlin offerThe Berlin offerThe Berlin offerThe Berlin offer    will not be an ultimatum, butwill not be an ultimatum, butwill not be an ultimatum, butwill not be an ultimatum, but    is uis uis uis unlikely to be sweetnlikely to be sweetnlikely to be sweetnlikely to be sweet for Greece. Breaking it down into an 
acceptable part first and a more difficult one later on could be a way out for Mr Tsipras. At this stage, the Greek 
population and large parts of his party would probably celebrate him for any deal, boosting his popularity. Since 
it would be a sign of commitment to Europe, businesses might breathe a sigh of relief, supported by the govern-
ment paying its arrears. At the same time, the Eurozone would not have rewarded Greece for its irresponsible 
negotiating tactics, which is important for its most hawkish members, particularly in Madrid and Lisbon. 
 
The key trouble for Mr Tsipras will be getting legislation through parliament The key trouble for Mr Tsipras will be getting legislation through parliament The key trouble for Mr Tsipras will be getting legislation through parliament The key trouble for Mr Tsipras will be getting legislation through parliament quickly, potentially without the 
support from parts of his own party. Syriza’s left-wing radicals wielded their power over the weekend, blocking 
the appointment of Elena Panaritis as representative to the IMF. As she had been an advisor to former Prime Min-
ister Papandreou and signed the second memorandum, the left wingers had seen her appointment as a sign that 
the government was on the verge of giving in to creditor demands. The radicals are likely to be against any com-
promise with the creditors. But the mounting economic damage from empty public coffers, deposit flight and 
falling business confidence will increasingly lead to recriminations not just against the international creditors but 
also within Greece. The pressure to choose between Europe and the abyss on Mr Tsipras is rising sharply. Oppo-
sition parties will probably support him, but will have demands ranging from joining the government to referen-
dums and new elections. The trouble with Greece is by no means over, but we should be heading for decision 
time. 
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